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Scottish Charity created ‘One Big Drama‘
A ground-breaking charitable organisation in
Glasgow gave the performance of a lifetime at
the Mitchell Theatre in Glasgow on Saturday.
(Copy of article for the Newspaper—Eastwood Extra)
Neighbourhood Networks, the only service of its kind in
Scotland, works innovatively with hundreds of vulnerable
people with disabilities and additional needs living in local
communities across central Scotland, supporting and
empowering them to live independently and be all they
can be. The organisation were awarded funding from the
Big Lottery to organise and host their 3rd community
event ‘Angels and Aeroplanes 3-‘ One Big Drama’
entertained a full house of 400 people on the day. The
organisation are not new to the idea of putting on a show
in the community. They previously hosted a vibrant
Fashion Show in the Glasgow Fruit Market back in 2013
and also a colourful Commonwealth Community Parade
in Scotland Street in 2015. This time network members felt it was time show off their
music and drama talents and to entertain the community with their ‘One Big Drama’
event.
“The event helps to link people together from several communities and brings together a
range of gifts and skills. The show wouldn’t be possible without the support of our many
volunteers, including SAMH, Reach for Autism and Tarang Dance Academy. Event Coordinator, Dee McIntosh. Dee also performed at the event with Clydebank Community
Choir which she is a member of.
Frank Cotter , Govan network member said “I enjoyed the last event but this has been
the best show ever! I like going on stage and performing. Rehearsing with the drama
group for the show has been a good atmosphere and I’ve enjoyed working with a lovely
bunch of people. I’ll miss it now its finished but I’m hoping to keep the drama group
going.”
A DVD of the show is available by contacting Neighbourhood Networks on 0141 440
1005 or e-mailing ruthcampbell@neighbourhoodnetworks.org
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Angels and Aeroplanes –
“One Big Drama”

‘What an introduction to
Neighbourhood Networks. Second
week in the door as a Network
Manager and I have the pleasure of
attending Angels and Aeroplanes.

I have honestly never been bursting
with so much pride for people I am
still getting to know. From the
dancing, the singing to the acting it
was all amazing I needed to rest my
voice after all of my cheering. I am
looking forward to seeing the finished
product of the DVD.
I cannot wait to continue on my
journey with Neighbourhood
Networks as there is so much to offer
in all of the different networks and I
am looking forward to meeting you
all.
In the words of William Shakespeare
‘All the Worlds a Stage’ , so don’t stop
now keep going you never know
who’s day you might brighten up!’
By Claire Strong, Network Manager
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Blackpool Trip

Sunday saw the members go to the
Blackpool Tower Circus, which had amazing
acts and stunts that the members hugely
enjoyed. There was also time to have a walk
through the main street to have a look at
some of Blackpool's famous landmarks and
shops, where members bought some
souvenirs to remember the fantastic time
they had at Blackpool.The hotel was
amazing, with food and drink being served
that was great, with members staying in
luxury hotel rooms.

Members from Wishaw 2 along with local
group” Made for U in ML2” organised and
went on a four day weekend trip to
Blackpool. Ross Watson, Ross Williamson,
Leanne and Suzanne Geary from Wishaw 2,
have been attending the craft group which is
based at South Wishaw Parish Church every
Tuesday morning. All agreed to come along
on an exciting weekend trip to the seaside
resort. The group all stayed at the Royal
Overall the members say they had a ball
Carlton Hotel near the beach, which was
down at Blackpool, and would recommend
arranged through Blackpool Promotions that
this trip to anyone interested in a weekend
included bus travel to and from the hotel.
away. Members who were there can also
The weekend itself was exciting, with live
assist others that are less confident with
entertainment every night at the hotel,
organising trips like Blackpool.
which the members enjoyed. Saturday saw
the members travel by tram to Fleetwood
Market to have a look at the many stalls that
were on show, followed by a trip to
Cleveleys to have lunch at a cafe, which sells
massive cakes. There was also the
opportunity to go to the amusement parks
at the North and South piers where
members went on some of the rides which
they really enjoyed.
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Men's Group visit to Dunoon
On 30th April, some of the men headed to sunny Dunoon for a day together.
Travelling from Clydebank, the journey was straightforward by bus and ferry
via Greenock and Gourock.
We found a really good pub for lunch and pool, and then took a walk together
round the shops for some gifts and music bargains.
Dunoon is a lovely place to visit and is presently under some improvement at
the town seafront.

The men enjoyed good company, rescuing a Bee from the bus, fresh air,
sunshine, excellent lunch, good fun and a sail on the Clyde.
It is well worth a visit.
Men's Group in West Dunbartonshire
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Picnic at the Park
The Community Circle organised a picnic down at the Duchess of Hamilton Park.
Ideas were suggested and everyone had a great time. There were even one or two
furry friends who were keen on joining the Community Circle.

Cycling around Pollok Country Park
On Wednesday 4th of July, the members
from East Renfrewshire Transitions Network
which include Jamie, Zak, Stuart and Alex
hired bikes from South West Community
Cycles and cycled around Pollok Park. During
the day they stopped to see the Highland
Cows with all their little babies. Everyone
was exhausted cycling on such a hot day so
they stopped at the riverside for a juice and
ice cream. The group said that they had
enjoyed it so much that they would
definitely hire bikes there again.
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My Generation Information Day

Some members from West Dunbartonshire attended a learning disability
information day in Clydebank town hall on 15th May. The event was called ‘My
Generation’ and Ronnie Creamer did a good Bruce Forsyth impression when
the Good Life Group presented their version of the generation game.
Neighbourhood Networks had a stall there and a lot of people who told us that
they were attracted to it because it was bright and cheery. Other organisations
were there too such as the Police, Key Housing, PAMIS, Dates’ n’ Mates,
Citizens Advice and others. The members who attended had a great day.
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Renewal of Wedding Vows
Anne and John Robertson from the Shotts Network renewed their wedding
vows on Friday the 3rd August at the Civic Centre in Motherwell and then
had a reception to follow at Corrigans in Wishaw.
Congratulations to you both from the Network Members.
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Gardening in Shotts
Every Monday the members from different networks attend the Community
Garden in Shotts. After one stormy weekend the members spend time putting
the plants back and trying to save sunflowers that were blown over. Anything
else that was out of place the guys were putting it right and the weeding is
continual. Nice job guys!
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Spanish Visitors to Shotts
This summer the Shotts members who help in Community Garden
met with some Spanish pupils who were visiting Scotland and choose
to help in the garden for the day. Although we couldn't speak Spanish,
we manage to communicate!! It was a great day. Thanks again to
Getting Better Together for inviting us.

The Shotts Garden Quiz?
Perhaps you could have a quess at naming the different things that the
network members are seeing down at the Shotts Community Garden.
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European Championship Day Out
Members from the Wishaw 2 network enjoyed a day at George Square and
Glasgow Green to take in the European Championships Events that were
taking place in Glasgow and the West. Members did not manage to see any of
the events, but they were keen to visit the marquees and stalls that were set
up and pick up souvenirs as a memory of their trip. The weather was fantastic
and overall the members had a great time, as is shown by the smiley faces in
the pictures.
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Goodbye
We would like to say goodbye to some of our staff.

Sam Kay Community Living
Worker for Penicuik

Nicolle McKay Community Living
Worker for Musselburgh

Susan Sim Business
Development Manager

Hello
We would like to welcome our new staff to the team.

Sheryl Walker Network
Manager for Glasgow and East
Renfrewshire

Claire Strong Network Manager
for West Dunbartonshire

Alison Tosh
Activity Organiser/Systematic
Instruction Support

Maria Lamb

Marc Campbell

Community Living Worker

Community Living Worker
Lanark

Motherwell

